PCS Hosts CLSA Winter Conference
This month, the Classical Latin School Association once again held its winter regional conference on
PCS’s campus. We were pleased to have our highest attendance to date with more than 100 teachers,
administrators, and parents registered. The 2022 conference theme was, “Truth in the Age of Moral
Relativism.” In addition to plenary sessions, conference attendees also chose from a wide variety of
classroom sessions, which included both an administrative and a teaching track. We appreciate the
CLSA speakers who shared their expertise and enthusiasm for classical methodology with the Rock Hill
community.

Annual Ski Trip to Beech Mountain
On January 24, PCS families hit the slopes of Beech
Mountain. More than 60 skiers of all ages and skill levels
joined us this year. Several students took advantage of the
beginner lessons included with our group passes and
mastered the bunny slope by the afternoon.
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Debate Team Attends Coolidge Foundation’s
Regional Competition
For the third consecutive year, PCS’s Debate Club traveled
to Raleigh, NC to participate in the Coolidge Foundation’s
regional competition. The resolution for the debate was,
“The state should require employers to mandate the Covid
vaccine.” Students had to prepare cases for both the
affirmative and negative sides of this timely argument. Kylie
Graney and Anna Roberson (8th grade) took home first
place honors in the middle school team competition, while
Kylie and Katherine Ford (8th) placed second and third
respectively for individual speaker points. As always, we are
proud of all of our students who represented PCS in this challenging competition!

Message from the Head of School
While few could have foreseen a pandemic that would severely
impact education for almost two years, the secular assault on the
hearts and minds of our children has been evident for decades.
Higher academia has continued to denigrate teaching and learning
models like the classical approach in favor of elevating those that
promote teaching equity and socioemotional health instead of
passing on an essential body of knowledge and the Biblical values
upon which our country was founded. As we find ourselves at this
point in our nation’s history, we are more resolved than ever to
combat what is happening in modern education through what we
do at PCS. Our recent CLSA conference title, “Truth in the Age of
Moral Relativism”, was chosen with this battle in mind and was
designed to give parents and educators the tools needed to fight
this good fight. Shane Saxon, one of the presenters and also the
host of the education podcast Classical Et Cetera, shared this
important distinction with us: “Where modern education seeks to
teach students how to earn a living, classical education teaches
them how to live.” This is our ultimate desire, to teach our students
how to live in a way that honors Christ and makes a difference for
His kingdom. Please pray for PCS and for our students and their
families as we attempt to do just that!
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